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Summary

Disbursement registration has always been a cumbersome, opaque, and inefficient process, up

to the point that most businesses perform cash-flow evaluations only on a quarterly basis. We

believe that automatic cash-flow evaluations can actively mitigate these issues. In this paper, we

present BitFlow, a blockchain-based architecture that provides complete cash-flow transparency

and diminishes the probability of undetected frauds through the BitKrone, a non-volatile

cryptocurrency that maps to the Danish Krone (DKK). We show that confidentiality can be

effectively achieved on a permissionless blockchain using Zero-Knowledge proofs, ensuring

verifiable transfers and automatic evaluations. Furthermore, we discuss several experiments to

evaluate our proposal, in particular, the impact that confidential transactions have on the whole

system, in terms of responsiveness and from an economical expenditure perspective.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Companies invest significant resources in estimating the value allocation and cash-flow thoroughly. Still, the spending is often assessed only

quarterly, as the process is cumbersome and inefficient using the available tools of today. On account of this, it can be challenging for companies

to assess if their cash-flow is as expected, and harmonizes with reality.

In the area of business, this status quo provides an opaque picture of whether the companies are having a positive flow of funds or if they are

unable to pay the bills. Furthermore, this opaque nature makes it difficult for philanthropic organizations to sufficiently prove to their donors that

the expenditure is following the budget and meeting the expectations.

Blockchain technology addresses these issues as it provides the essential mechanisms to streamline the process of cash-flow evaluations.

Moreover, by combining value and registration, blockchain technology can ensure greater clearness than traditional systems.

However, the use of public verification mechanisms, as currently found in smart contracts capable blockchains (eg, Ethereum), poses an

obstacle in terms of broader adoption, since confidential transactions are not possible. For example, Company A cannot properly conceal the

amount it transfers to Company B, enabling Company C to deduce eventual confidential (thus, critical) alliances between the two parties, as well

as favourable discounted prices. Needless to say, this leakage of information is highly undesirable for businesses.

Conversely, this level of transparency would be very welcomed for charities, as it would enable the honest ones to prove their supporters

that their donations are spent properly. Consequently, honest charities would attract more sponsors than the shady ones. The same applies

to governments, since the capability of holding the government accountable for squandering public money, or other similar misconducts, fuels

citizens' trust.

Current blockchain-based solutions transfer value in the form of tokens not directly bound to a real-world value and this produces extreme

volatility. Therefore, using existing cryptocurrencies (eg, Bitcoin1 and Ethereum2) would introduce undesired high fluctuations into company

finances. Until the volatility issue is not addressed, the use of existent cryptocurrencies-based solutions to monitor cash-flow cannot be considered.
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1.1 Contribution of this paper

In this paper, we present BitFlow, an ecosystem based on the Ethereum-blockchain2 that enables automatic (and almost real-time) evaluation

of liquidity,* budgeting, and cash-flow. BitFlow permits to model companies through smart-contracts, allowing automatic linking of employees

cash-flow with their department.

BitFlow builds upon the idea of utilizing stable-coins and treasuries to remove the separation between financial operations and subsequent

listing. By combining value and registration, we achieve transparency on expenditure within companies. In particular, to overcome the volatility

problem and to provide companies with a powerful evaluation tool, BitFlow is based on the concept of BitKrone (BKK), a token directly linked

to the Danish Krone (DKK). Since complete transparency might not be beneficial for every company, we deem necessary to support confidential

transfers to achieve widespread adoption of the system. Accordingly, we propose a confidential version of the BKK, namely, Private Krone (PKK).

PKK can be used, for instance, to hide salaries and alike from the public, while still allowing public verification of the transfers. We propose two

different approaches to achieve publicly-verifiable confidential transfers, through zk-SNARKS (ZoKrates)3-5 and Bulletproofs,6 and we show the

respective performance results.

The BitFlow proof-of-concept has been developed for showcasing the use of blockchain technologies to the Danish Ministry of Development

Cooperation, and its source code is available on GitHub.7 It is indeed believed that charities and humanitarian aids would greatly benefit from the

use of systems like BitFlow. For instance, in Denmark, almost half of non-supporters do not support charities because of a lack of transparency.8

With BitFlow, not only an organization would be able to fight corruption more efficiently than now, but it would also be able to prove that the

money is spent correctly.

1.2 Outline of this paper

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces fundamental concepts. Section 3 and Section 4 describe BitFlow main idea and

implementation, respectively. Section 5 focuses on Private Krone (PKK), discussing how confidential transfers can be achieved while maintaining

the public verifiability. Section 6 evaluates and discusses BitFlow performance. Section 7 and Section 8 discuss competing solutions and future

developments, respectively. Finally, Section 9 recaps the manuscript contribution.

2 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we introduce some fundamental concepts to understand BitFlow.

Token. A digital object stored on the blockchain. It can be purely digital or a placeholder for a physical object, and it can be fungible or

non-fungible. Like regular currencies, fungible tokens are freely interchangeable, if their face value is equivalent. Non-fungible

tokens are unique and distinct from another. In BitFlow, tokens are fungible.

Smart Contract. A segment of immutable code deployed on the blockchain. Smart contracts can be executed only as implemented by

their creator, without any modification. This immutability ensures the execution of predefined actions, only when specific

properties are met. As an example, Ethereum supports such contract to be modelled by utilizing, a Turing-complete language.2

Oracle. An external source of information, which allows data to flow from the outside world into the blockchain.9 Oracles, essential

to trigger smart contracts and provide critical information for their functions, can be software inputs given from a website

(eg, through an API) or hardware inputs from a physical sensor.

3 BITFLOW: THE CONCEPT

The idea behind BitFlow is to transfer money through a cryptocurrency, simultaneously and immutably registering such transfer on a blockchain.

In this way, we facilitate clarity, as expenses are publicly audible.

As already mentioned, since volatility is undesirable within company funds, BitFlow uses a stable coin, the BKK, which maps 1:1 to the DKK.

Locking the BKK at a fixed value protects it from any fluctuation concerning the real economy, ensuring reliable accounting. Moreover, as there

will always be as many DKK in the treasury as BKK in circulation, users will be able to swap back to DKK at any time. This availability guarantees

the ability to trade with clients outside BitFlow ecosystem seamlessly.

From a high-level perspective, BitFlow exposes the following functionalities:

• ease to exchange DKK to BKK and PKK, and vice versa;

• users can transfer tokens to other users;

* Only funds, not the liquidity of goods within the company.
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FIGURE 1 The BitFlow architecture utilizes blockchain tokens (eg, the BKK) together with smart departments to enable automatic cash-flow
evaluation. Through the use of the treasury, it enforces seamless interactions with peers outside the ecosystem by facilitating exchanges
between blockchain value (eg, the BKK) and real-world value (eg, the DKK)

• supervisors of departments can manage employees and sub-departments;

• employees can manage department budget and transfer funds;

• public evaluation of budgets, spending, and liquidity.

There is a minimum set of data associated with every transfer: sender, recipient, amount, and time. This clearness makes it manageable for

anyone to assess expenditures and to hold employees accountable for any fraud or misuse of funds. Furthermore, this data could be used by

employees to perform fine-grained adaptive budgets, up to single-day precision. Thanks to the blockchain, budget changes and transfer of funds

happen in a totally transparent, and nearly real-time, way.

In the rest of this section, we present the three critical elements of BitFlow, depicted in Figure 1, ie, tokens, treasuries, and smart departments.

3.1 Tokens

As previously stated, BitFlow uses BKK, a fungible token that builds on the ERC-20† Token Standard, and PKK, a fungible token that builds upon

BKK but does not enforce the complete ERC-20 standard. Given that BitFlow requires to change DKK in a perfectly matching amount of BKK, the

latter has to meet a BKK precision of 100th of a coin, in order to achieve a DKK two-decimals precision.

In addition to the actions enforced by ERC-20, we must allow minting‡ as needed, just as a central bank can create new coins (such as DKK). In

order to avoid volatility, mining is not desirable or allowed. Only the owner of the coin can mint, similar to how central banks control the minting

of new coins.

3.2 Treasuries

A treasury is a blockchain entity modelled as a smart contract and connected to an oracle, which links DKK transfers to the blockchain itself.

Through this setup, once a certain amount of DKK is transferred to the oracle, the treasury automatically transfers the equal amount of BKK/PKK

to the specified recipient.

Since treasuries act as a real-time currency exchange (between fiat currencies and crypto ones), we must allow them to mint BKK/PKK. Given

that someone has to exchange DKK to receive BKK/PKK, the condition amount(DKK)≥ amount(BKK)§ will always be satisfied.

Since the treasury-oracle will be storing real-world value (DKK), it cannot act fully autonomously, it must have an owner. Furthermore, since

we have to entrust this oracle with our funds in order to use this ecosystem, we have to trust the owner and controller of the oracle.

There are two possible types of owners, namely, Private and Consortium.

Private. A user can decide to run his own BitFlow currency and implement his own internal treasury, which entails that the owner will have

unrestricted power over the oracle and the exchange rate used to represent currencies. The downside of this choice is that, since

there is no third trusted party to vouch for the exchange rates, a privately owned system cannot be used for taxation purposes.

As an example, who ensures that 1 DKK corresponds to 1 BKK? A private owner might decide to represent 1 DKK with 10 BKK.

Consortium. If the owners act in a consortium of organizations, no sole actor will have unrestricted power. Therefore, funds and control

will be less centralized, while providing the same possibilities as above. Furthermore, if the consortium has members from

† https://theethereum.wiki/w/index.php/ERC20_Token_Standard
‡ Minting is the act of creating new tokens.
§Amount(<coin>) is the circulating amount of tokens of the given coin.

https://theethereum.wiki/w/index.php/ERC20_Token_Standard
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(A) (B)

(C) (D)

FIGURE 2 Treasury usage: set of actions available for BitFlow users. Dashed lines denote transactions of BKK, while solid lines refer to DKK.
Icons from Flaticon. A, Alice exchanges and transfers 100 DKK to Bob; B, Charlie exchanges his DKK to BKK; C, Alice exchanges and transfers
100 BKK to Bob ; D, Charlie exchanges his BKK to DKK

governmental institutions (eg, the department of tax regulation), the cash-flow evaluation could be an enabler for automatic tax

filing and fraud detection.

It is important to note that, regardless of what choice is made, the treasury might (or might not) suffer from centralization problems. A treasury

could be implemented on a single machine, which would introduce a single point of failure in the whole structure, or it might be distributed. For

sure, small businesses are more likely to make the wrong choice of implementing a treasury on a single machine, but even ill-advised consortiums

might fall in the same trap. Therefore, the centralization problem is strictly related to the technical implementation choice made by the owner,

and it does not depend on the nature of the treasury itself.

That being said, we suggest that there should only be one treasury for the pair, DKK/BKK, controlled by a consortium of banks, auditing firms

and the government. Such consortium is to be preferred over single controllers since the distribution of power across competitors should lead

to a zero-sum game and thereby an honest oracle. Furthermore, letting the banks act as DKK-holder would be an obvious choice in Denmark

because of the high trust in society. In the case of a stable-coin backed 1:1 by a collaboration between banks, the following statement by

Chaum et al fits quite well:

“Generating an electronic cash should be difficult for anyone, unless it is done in

cooperation with the bank.” - Chaum et al10

The set of available actions for BitFlow users is outlined in Figure 2.

3.3 Smart departments

A smart department is a department modelled through a smart-contract. As smart contracts can own other smart contracts, we can create graphs

where vertices consist of departments and edges represent relations, with the flow of funds as weights. This gives us enough flexibility to model

the structure of large companies, where single ‘‘owning’’ departments coordinate sub-departments and distribute funds.

In such a view, a sub-department is only allowed to receive funds from its owner, which is ideal to control the cash-flow of complex companies.

If a sub-department, supposed to receive money only from its department, has other sources of income, the system can trigger a warning for

errors or fraudulent behaviours.

We can model departments with multiple sources of income with a particular vertex, the funnel, which sums up multiple inputs and provides

a single output to the department. As shown in Figure 3A, the funnel enables multiple external incomes to flow into the top-most department. In

turn, departments are divided into sub-departments, which are allowed by-design to receive funds only from their parent. Note how no edge is

connected to a same-level vertex and how each vertex has a single input edge.

3.4 Linking the pillars

To fully allow the performing of cash-flow evaluation, we need to link BKK, treasuries, and smart departments. As shown in Figure 3B, we can

use a treasury to act as a funnel and regroup external multiple incomes in a single flow.
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(A) (B)

FIGURE 3 The departments marked with I are from other companies, marking an income to the company. Vertices marked with S are spendings
of the company. A, Modeling the structure of a company, its income, and spending, through the use of department-vertices; B, The BitFlow
ecosystem modeled on a company with departments in rural regions. Dashed lines are transfers in BKK, and solid lines are DKK

To enable companies to pay suppliers and employees in a currency used for everyday expenses, BitFlow must allow the exchange of BKK to

DKK before issuing the payment, using the treasury as a currency exchange point. As previously envisioned, if the coin owner is a governmental

institution and not a private one, the treasury also provides all the necessary information for taxation purposes.

4 BITFLOW: IMPLEMENTATION

The current BitFlow proof-of-concept (PoC) is based on the Ethereum blockchain, following the infrastructure shown in Figure 4. The choice

of Ethereum lies in its widespread adoption, which will hopefully ensure a broad usage of the proposed system. Solidity2 has been used as

FIGURE 4 An overview of the infrastructure enabling the BitFlow system to function as intended
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TABLE 1 BitFlow actions and who is allowed to execute them

Action Who

Constitute supervisor Owner & supervisor of parent department

Change treasury address Owner & supervisor

Hire employee Owner & supervisor

Fire employee Owner & supervisor

Create child department Owner & supervisor

Remove child department Owner & supervisor

Add child department Owner & supervisor

Transfer child department Owner & supervisor

Manage budgets Employee

Transfer internal funds Employee

Transfer funds to the outside Employee

Evaluation of liquidity Everyone

Evaluation of budget Everyone

Evaluation of spending Everyone

FIGURE 5 The transferAndCall function, using the Treasury as TokenRecipient, enables exchanges in a single interaction

smart contract language, enabling us to define contracts in a high-level language with extensive documentation. Last but not least, the SafeMath

library†† has been used to avoid over- and under-flows in the extended ERC-20 tokens (eg, the BKK).

In order to meet the desired BitFlow functionalities (see Figure 3), a minimum set of necessary actions has to be implemented. Furthermore,

access control routines are needed to ensure that only eligible peers can execute certain actions. The access control list outlined in Figure 1

represents the foundation of an abstract department contract.

To easily allow liquidity, budget, and spending evaluation specified in Table 1, as well as the day-grained budget managing, knowing the

transfers (through ERC-20 events) is not sufficient. Therefore, we propose to store a data-object, budgetElement, for each actor the company

has business with. Departments set into every budgetElement the amount budgeted for each date and map the budgetElements to the

respective actors addresses. In turn, this enables anyone to evaluate expenditures and employees to budgeting in detail.

Due to space constraints, in this section, we do not discuss the implementation of all the actions listed in Table 1, but we will focus on one of

those as an example, namely, Transfer funds, to the outside. In Section 5, implementation aspects of the addition of confidentiality

are briefly outlined.

For all the technical details about the design and implementation of BitFlow, please refer to the work of Herskind11 and GitHub.7

4.1 Single interaction transfers with exchange

The ability of performing a single interaction and exchange can be enforced by implementing the token standard TransferAndCall.‡‡§§ In BitFlow,

we enforced this standard through an abstract contract, TokenRecipient (defined within the BKK).

As shown in Figure 5, once an employee requests a transfer and exchange, the department will transfer the funds in BKK and forward the

recipient address to the treasury. The treasury will then convert to DKK and finally transfer the correct amount to the forwarded recipient. Since

departments contain the treasury address and perform transfers on behalf of employees, they provide a minimal interface for the user, simply

requiring the recipient address and the desired amount.

††https://openzeppelin.org/api/docs/math_SafeMath.html
‡‡https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/issues/677
§§https://medium.com/@jgm.orinoco/ethereum- smart- service- payment- with- tokens- 60894a79f75c

https://openzeppelin.org/api/docs/math_SafeMath.html
https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/issues/677
https://medium.com/@jgm.orinoco/ethereum-smart-service-payment-with-tokens-60894a79f75c
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FIGURE 6 Screenshot from the GUI. In this example, an employee is trying to transfer funds to himself, and the system raises a flag (a sad face
in red) to inform the verifier about the fraudulent behaviour

4.2 Graphical user interface

In order to make it fast and easy for non-technical verifiers to asses expenditure and identify fraudulent behaviour, we have implemented a simple

web interface using web3.js to let our private Ethereum test-network act as a data provider. The extracted data is then fed to Google-charts¶¶

to generate the interactive budget/expenses plot as seen at the top of Figure 6.

Monitoring the events, the GUI is updated to reflect all changes in the blockchain. This enables us to showcase more fine-grained expenditure

reports from the table beneath the plot, allowing everyone to view accumulated expenditure as well as an extensive list of all transactions

performed by the company and its sub-departments.

5 ENFORCING CONFIDENTIALITY: FROM BKK TO PKK

Privacy is vital for most businesses that need to conceal transactions information to competitors and clients. Furthermore, confidential balances

will hide wealth from prying eyes. Therefore, we need to implement ‘‘private’’ transactions within BitFlow, in order for it to be widely adopted.

A transaction is genuinely private if it enforces confidentiality (hiding the amount) and anonymity (hiding sender and recipient). Even though it is

technically possible to enforce both, for the sake of simplicity, the current BitFlow version deals only with confidentiality. To do so, we propose

a confidential version of BKK, namely, Private Krone (PKK), storing commitments to values on the blockchain instead of the balances, enabling

publicly verification of confidential information without revealing it.

Since only the commitments, not the amounts, are stored on-chain (we will further explain this concept in Section 5.2), the blockchain alone

can no longer provide sufficient knowledge to evaluate cash-flow. Consequently, in order to track its cash-flow, an actor has to store off-chain

commitment openings (eg, the hidden values and blinding factors), in such a way that this information is accessible to the company. A global

¶¶ https://developers.google.com/chart/

https://developers.google.com/chart/
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FIGURE 7 The interaction of entities supports cash-flow evaluation on hidden values. Solid black lines are off-chain DKK bank transfers. Blue
dashed lines are confidential PKK blockchain transfers (where the PKK-treasury has knowledge of value). Red dash-dot-dot lines are truly
confidential PKK blockchain transactions, where only the interacting parties know the value. Dotted lines are off-chain actions, eg, data transfer,
extraction, or data-processing

BitFlow centralized off-chain could be an option, but it would introduce a considerable single point of failure, counteracting all the decentralization

efforts of our proposal. Therefore, to address this point, we deem a set of private off-chain databases the best choice. Each company would own

and govern its private off-chain database and store, only, the commitments of transactions in which the company is directly involved.

To minimize the risk of leakage, the PKK-treasury enables trading between the pair DKK and PKK only, not between BKK and PKK. The rationale

behind this is that BKK amounts are publicly stored on the blockchain; therefore, anyone could observe that an X amount of BKK has been

exchanged for Y PKK, and deduce that X=Y, even though for PKK only commitments are stored on-chain. Instead, exchanging directly DKK for

PKK does not leak amounts, since transactions from DKK to PKK are stored off-chain and only commitments are publicly observable. As seen from

Figure 7, the treasury only gains knowledge of the trades it interacts directly with, and does not have any knowledge of amounts transferred

between other actors (eg, the PKK-treasury does not know how much money Alice and Bob exchange).

More explicitly, Figure 7 provides an example of a chain of interactions between a company employee Alice and the outsider Bob. Initially,

Alice transfers 5000 DKK to the PKK-treasury (interaction 1 in Figure 7). In return, (interactions 2a and 2b), the PKK-treasury mints on-chain 5000

PKK for Alice and transfers the opening of the commitment, allowing her to spend the PKK. Since Alice is an employee, she stores the opening

in the company database (interaction 2c). Then, in interaction 3a, she buys some goods for the company from Bob, and pays him 500 PKK. To

ensure that Bob can use the funds, the opening to the transfer commitment is sent to him off-chain (interaction 3b). At the same time, Alice

stores this exchange opening in the company database (interaction 3c). If Bob wishes to, he can spend the PKK as he desires but, for the sake

of example, Bob decides to get DKK out of the PKK sum. He transfers on-chain 500 PKK to the PKK-treasury and sends off-chain the opening

(interactions 4a and 4b). The treasury will transfer 500 DKK to Bob's bank account. Everyone can generate the public cash flow (interaction 6),

but only with the private data from the company, one can generate the confidential cash flow (interactions 7a and 7b) and thereby the complete

overview (interaction 8). By giving the tax authorities read-access to the company private database, tax evaluations can be performed seamlessly.

5.1 Ensuring confidentiality

To enforce the property of confidentiality, we have to enable transactions without disclosing the balance nor the amount transferred.

Doing so with public verifiability, with a low communication-complexity, and without the need for a trusted third-party, is possible through the

use of Zero-Knowledge proofs.
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“The goal of Zero-Knowledge proofs is for a verifier to be able to convince herself that a

prover possesses knowledge of a secret parameter, called a witness, satisfying some relation,

without revealing the witness to the verifier or anyone else” - Christian Lundkvist##

More specifically, the unique family of Non-interactive Zero-Knowledge (NiZK) proofs can be used (due to space limitations, we do not

introduce the theory behind such proofs, and we remind the reader not familiar with it to consult the vast literature, for instance, the works of

Balasubramanian and Mala12 and Blum et al13).

In our specific case, we want to prove to a verifier (a miner) that balance ≥ transfer_amount, without leaking information about the

transfer. In this context, the idea of self-governing proof generation and public verification without the need for a trusted third-party makes the

non-interactive Zero-Knowledge proof family a clearcut solution.

In Section 5.2, we propose a transfer protocol and two distinct implementations of such. The two implementations build, respectively, on

zk-SNARKS3 (Section 5.3) and on Bulletproof6 (Section 5.4).

5.2 Transfer protocol

The transfer protocol is the procedure to follow in order to achieve confidential transfers. As a matter of fact, this is what distinguishes BKK

from PKK.

Through the Zero-Knowledge approach, we use public commitments to hide balances. In order to implement the public commitments used in

this paper, we chose to utilize the Pedersen commitment scheme, meaning that BitFlow hiding (and binding) commitments exhibit homomorphic

capabilities.14 Homomorphism enables the critical capability of performing calculations and verifications over encrypted values, without revealing

them. The commitment scheme used is utilizing Elliptic Curves15 and is shown in Equation (1)

𝜒(x, 𝜆) = xg + 𝜆h, 𝜒(x + y, 𝜆1 + 𝜆2) = 𝜒(x, 𝜆1) + 𝜒(y, 𝜆2). (1)

This means that a single transfer function is defined as follows:

cb = 𝜒(balance, 𝜆1), ct = 𝜒(amount, 𝜆2), (2)

cb = cb + ct = 𝜒(balance + amount, 𝜆1 + 𝜆2), (3)

where 𝜒 is the public homomorphic commitment that hides a value, and a random secret (the commitment opening; x and 𝜆). When an amount,

with the commitment ct , is sent to a recipient, the recipient has to update her cb by adding the commitments and prove knowledge of the cb. In

order to do so, she has to know the openings, eg, 𝜆1, 𝜆2, balance, and amount.

However, with a single transfer, a malicious user is free to not provide to the recipient the amount or the 𝜆. The consequence would be a lock

on the recipient, as she would be unable to prove knowledge of her new updated balance, thus, unable to perform new transfers. Therefore, we

need to enrich the single transfer function used for BKK and use a sending and a receiving function for PKK.

Sending PKK

1. Calculate and prove knowledge of commitment for the remaining balance;

2. Prove that the transaction amount and the remaining balance are non-negative;

3. Share knowledge of transaction amount to the receiver, in a confidential confidential manner.

Receiving PKK

1. Calculate and prove knowledge of commitment for the new balance.

5.3 ZoKrates

Among the various NiZK proofs, zk-SNARKs is a short and generic proof based on the Fiat-Shamir heuristic. Through zk-SNARKs, one can

potentially prove anything built on the Ethereum Virtual Machine.‖‖

To implement zk-SNARKs in BitFlow, we use the ZoKrates toolbox.5 The use of zk-SNARKs requires a trusted setup but provides proofs that

are constant in size. At the time of writing, ZoKrates is in an early stage of development and only a limited set of its high-level language has been

##https://media.consensys.net/introduction- to- zksnarks- with- examples- 3283b554fc3b
‖‖https://www.ingwb.com/media/2122048/zero- knowledge- range- proof- whitepaper.pdf

https://media.consensys.net/introduction-to-zksnarks-with-examples-3283b554fc3b
https://www.ingwb.com/media/2122048/zero-knowledge-range-proof-whitepaper.pdf
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FIGURE 8 NiZK proof used by  to prove knowledge of x

released. This means that the toolbox is not ready to be used in mission-critical systems, but it is complete enough to be used (and to show its

potentialities) in our Proof-of-Concept (PoC).

We use hashes as commitments to balances and amounts. Since ZoKrates still does not provide a hash-function, we use a simple polynomial

function, (x) = x3, inadequate for a production-grade solution, but good enough for our PoC. The structure of the proofs follows the model

provided in Section 5.2.

5.4 Bulletproofs

This proposal builds on the homomorphic Pedersen commitment scheme14 and the Fiat-Shamir heuristic.16 For the implementation, we used

Elliptic Curves15 and we based the full verification contract on BANKEX*** work (see BitFlow's GitHub repository17). The proof-generation of

both range-proofs††† and knowledge-proofs derive from the Java-Bulletproof implementation,6 and it is visible on GitHub.17

In Figure 8, we provide a NiZK proof usable by a prover  to demonstrate its knowledge of a secret (ie, x and 𝜆 of X = 𝜒(x, 𝜆)). From an

implementation point of view, the verification can be performed on-chain through a verification contract, as shown inproof_knowledge_x.sol,

on our Github repository.17 A more in-depth theoretical background can be found in the works of Camenisch and Stadler18 and Hohenberger.19

Notation: kn =
[

k0 .. kn
]

a ⊙ b =
[

a1 ∗ b1 .. an ∗ bn

]
a · b =

∑n−1
i=0 ai ∗ bi.

5.4.1 Implementing bulletproofs

Bulletproofs are batchable non-interactive zero-knowledge protocol that achieve efficient range-proofs without needing a trusted setup, and that

scale logarithmically in size.6 Bulletproofs achieve their efficiency by halving the length of two commitment vectors for log2(n) times iterations.

Therefore, the upper limit n is a power of 2

v ∈ [0,2n − 1] n ∈ 2k
. (8)

To convince a verifier  that v ∈ [0,2n − 1], the prover  has to prove the knowledge of a vector aL, for which we have a vector commitment

such that

aL · 2n = v aR = aL − 1n aL ⊙ aR = 0n V = 𝜒(v, 𝜆). (9)

In case that v ∉ [0,2n − 1], then aL · 2n
≠ v, which causes a rejection of the proof. To prove knowledge of such vector, we can rewrite the first

three properties of Equation 9 as described by Bünz et al6 into a single inner product

(aL − z ∗ 1n) · (yn ⊙ (aR + z ∗ 1n) + z2 ∗ 2n) = z2 ∗ v + 𝛿(y, z), (10)

𝛿(y, z) = (z − z2)(1n · yn) − z3 ∗ (1n · 2n). (11)

The range-proof can now be verified using a single inner product proof. An uncompressed protocol, as defined by Bulletproofs,6 is outlined in

the BitFlow full specification.11

6 EVALUATION

Aiming at assessing the efficiency of our Proof-of-Concept (PoC), we examine the throughput in Transactions Per Second (TPS) of our

implementation, and we compare it to a traditional payment solution, such as VISA. For the sake of clarity, the purpose of our PoC is to showcase

*** https://github.com/BANKEX/ETHDenver_ConfidentialTransactions
†††The proof that a secret lies in a specific interval. It is one way to prove the knowledge of personal data, without revealing it.

https://github.com/BANKEX/ETHDenver_ConfidentialTransactions
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TABLE 2 Throughput, in terms of Transactions Per Second (TPS) of each
analyzed solution, compared with a traditional payment solution (VISA)

Transactions Per Second (TPS)

Action Public zk-SNARK Range proof a Visa

Send funds 14.67 0.26 0.13 56000

Receive funds × 0.26 4.53 ×

Transfers 14.67 0.13 0.13 56000

a The Bulletproofs are not batched, enabling future efficiency improvements.

TABLE 3 Truncated public commitments of ZoKrates and Bulletproofs

ZoKrates Bulletproof

User-id Balance Public 𝝀 Public

2 5 125 27

(
0x16f059…d7

0x2365a7… c2

)

1 7 343 225

(
0x182c70…80

0x26c73e…85

)

3 7 343 201

(
0x1701d5…b7

0x29b419…14f

)

the technical feasibility of such a system, not a final and financially viable product. Consequently, even though we use Ethereum as a basis for

our implementation, we do not take into account the financial aspect of Ethereum smart-contracts execution (ie, the transaction fees paid by the

issuers).

Since the following calculations are highly dependent on varying variables, such as gas limit and blocktime,2 we arbitrarily set the gas limit at

7986194 (derived from block #5303130‡‡‡) and the average blocktime at 15 seconds.§§§

The calculations are performed as Equation (12) and the comparable results are shown in Table 2

TPS =

⌊
block_size

tx_cost

⌋
blocktime

. (12)

It is clear that widespread adoption of our solution is not currently possible because of the low throughput. However, our proposal could be

useful for some organizations, such as humanitarian aid organizations, that value transparency and accountability with respect to their donors.8

6.1 What about security and confidentiality?

First of all, despite the fact that zk-SNARKs and Bulletproofs are too expensive to be widely deployed on top of existing blockchains, they

constitute an opportunity to verify confidential information in an inherently open and transparent environment. An ability that, if harnessed,

could propel beyond financial transaction, and could be used within other crucial activities (eg, commerce-agreements, credit-scoring, and proving

liquidity before acquisition).

That being said, while both strategies strive towards a mutual goal, they enforce varying degrees of security. As previously stated, at the

time of writing the ZoKrates toolbox does not provide a hash-function fit for mission-critical purposes. Moreover, zk-SNARKs require a trusted

setup,3 which further complicates the implementation. On the other hand, Bulletproofs do not require a trusted setup and can enforce a security

level of 128 bits.6 As shown in Table 3, Bulletproofs enable equivalent balances to correspond to different commitments, enforcing stronger

confidentiality in comparison to the hash-function method suggested with zk-SNARKs. On account of this and the equivalent performance, we

suggest the use of Bulletproofs.

We should spend some words on the very nature of transactions. Transactions are inherently not equal, ie, it is clear to see that purchasing

a pizza does not necessarily entail the same level of required confidentiality, with respect to acquiring a company. Taken into account that BKK

and PKK can coexist by-design, BitFlow enables its users to choose for each transaction the level of confidentiality (consequently, promptness,

and price). The capability of deciding whether a certain amount should be cheap but public, or more expensive but confidential, is an invaluable

property for various companies. Equally important to consider, such a hybrid approach would still support taxation evaluation. Indeed, even

though only part of the transactions would be public, the cash-flow in its entirety would be still visible to the relevant authorities, as well as to

the company itself.

‡‡‡https://etherscan.io/block/5303130
§§§https://etherscan.io/chart/blocktime

https://etherscan.io/block/5303130
https://etherscan.io/chart/blocktime
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To give an example about the usefulness of this elastic approach, let us speak about charities. On the one hand, charities massively benefit

from public transactions, which enable them to show goodwill and appropriate expenditure of donor funds. On the other hand, it could endanger

its employees in corrupt regions, if criminals were to know that the local charity office recently received a large amount of money. By utilizing

confidential transactions and public zero-sum proofs, together with tax-evaluations capabilities, honest charities could mitigate employees'

exposure while proving their donors that no fund accumulation occurs in nefarious regions.

A zero-sum proof proves that the sum of commitments is a commitment to zero (0). It can therefore be used to show that the sum of inputs is

equal to the sum of outputs (eg, that a department does not accumulate wealth). Using the notation introduced in Equation (1), we can verify n

commitments as
∑n

i=1 𝜒(xi, 𝜆i) = g
∑n

i=1 xi h
∑n

i=1 𝜆i = g0h0 = 𝜒(0,0), if and only if, the sum of the hidden values x is zero (0),
∑n

i=1 xi = 0, and the holder

has thoughtfully been tracking and picking her blinding factors, 𝜆's, to satisfy
∑n

i=1 𝜆i = 0. Such proofs on top of tax evaluations should convince

donors about the honesty of the charity.

If confidential transactions have a number of merits, they also introduce some inherent flaws. For example, public verification of range-proofs

is computationally expensive, up to the point that it could overload the underlying blockchain (eg, Ethereum).

Furthermore, to perform proper tax evaluation, the authorities would require knowledge of x and 𝜆 for every public commitment. This necessity

would force companies to securely store the secret values for every confidential transaction they have ever performed. In turn, the system might

fail its purpose to simplify tax evaluations and become too cumbersome for the citizens.

7 RELATED WORK

Besides BitFlow, other works proposed to use blockchain solutions to automatically evaluate businesses finances. Furthermore, projects seeking

to provide cryptocurrencies without volatility, the so-called stable coins, have been around for quite some time.

Lipton et al20 proposed to develop a stable-coin backed by assets (FIAT), which utilizes a consortium of sponsors (equivalent to banks in

BitFlow), in order to enable swaps between real-world value and blockchain value. Beside the scientific literature, companies have also been

looking into utilizing stable-coins, ie, TrustToken,¶¶¶ MakerDao,### and Tether‖‖‖ are some of those organizations. Even though such companies

try to establish a stable coin to improve online economy, the same concept of non-volatile currency is a foundation pillar for BitFlow.

A number of studies also proposed different ways to enforce confidential transactions. For example, Chaum et al10 built Untraceable Electronic

Cash, a system where the users have to collaborate with the bank, in order to create new coins (a similar concept found in Bitflow). While

Untraeable Electonic Cash and BitFlow follow similar flows to create their coins, spending processes differ quite a bit. On the one hand, with

Untraceable Electronic Cash the receiver has to interact with the bank in order to ensure that no double-spending occurs. On the other hand,

BitFlow enforces this feature through the use of a distributed ledger technology (eg, Ethereum).

Aragon is a startup that proposes to increase organizations transparency and efficiency through more efficient internal elections and funds

management.**** From the public accounting perspective, significant similarities can be found with BitFlow cash-flow evaluations. Yet, Aragon

proposes to utilize existing cryptocurrencies instead of stable coins, which could potentially expose businesses to undesirable volatility, as already

mentioned.

Last, the Fortune 500 insurance company Allianz announced that they are considering to introduce a stable token in their organization, in order

to efficiently model funds movement.†††† Allianz believes that transparently exposing funds cash-flows would empower customers' knowledge,

thus, their trust in the management. Even though Allianz and BitFlow goals seem similar, Allianz does not provide in-depth technical information

about how they plan to implement such solution.

8 FUTURE WORK

The current BitFlow version does not sufficiently scale for widespread adoption. Hence, in this section, we discuss some possible enhancements

that constitute our future work.

Proof Mechanism. The Bulletproofs is batchable, meaning that multiple proofs can be grouped and executed as one, improving

the performance over individual proofs. Considering the fact that transactions are already batched into blocks,

proofs within the same block could be grouped to enhance NiZK proofs performance further.

Improvements to Ethereum. As we cannot fix the scalability issues just by improving the proof mechanism, we need to consider some

alternatives. Various scaling solutions have been proposed, such as Sharding, Raiden, and Plasma.‡‡‡‡

¶¶¶ https://blog.trusttoken.com
### https://makerdao.com/
‖‖‖https://tether.to/
**** https://aragon.one/core
††††https://www.forbes.com/sites/tomgroenfeldt/2017/11/14/allianz- prototypes- blockchain- for- global- self- insurance- client
‡‡‡‡https://medium.com/imbrexblog/sharding- raiden- plasma- the- scaling- solutions- that- will- unchain- ethereum- c590e994523b

https://blog.trusttoken.com
https://makerdao.com/
https://tether.to/
https://aragon.one/core
https://www.forbes.com/sites/tomgroenfeldt/2017/11/14/allianz-prototypes-blockchain-for-global-self-insurance-client
 https://medium.com/imbrexblog/sharding-raiden-plasma-the-scaling-solutions-that-will-unchain-ethereum-c590e994523b
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TABLE 4 Transactions Per Second (TPS), assuming 100-fold throughput. The last column
shows the number of needed transactions for our sample country, Denmark

Transactions Per Second (TPS)

Action Public zk-SNARK Range proofa Needed in Denmarkb

Send funds 1467 26 13 650

Receive funds × 260 453 ×

Transfers 1467 13 13 650

a(14.25 + 17.86) million monthly bank transfers in Denmark at spike, May 2017. bThe Bulletproofs
are not batched, enabling future efficiency improvements.http://finansdanmark.dk/toerre-tal/
institutter-filialer-ansatte/betalinger/transaktioner/

According to Ethereum evaluations:

“the security threshold does decrease from 50% to ≈ 30-40%, but this is still a surprisingly

low loss of security for what may be a 100-1000x gain in scalability with no loss of

decentralization” - Ethereum Wiki§§§§

In the hypothesis of a 100-fold scaling improvement, under the assumption that gas_limit is fixed, the throughput would go from the values

in Table 2 to the ones in Table 4.

Comparing the throughput capabilities (Table 2), it is clear that VISA is still far beyond the capabilities of a blockchain-based solution. However,

comparing the number of public transactions per second with the number of required transactions per second in Denmark (ie, our sample

country), as in Table 4, we can affirm that the scaling would be enough to allow a national-spread adoption. On the other hand, at the time of

writing, both the zk-SNARKs and the Bulletproofs solutions cannot scale enough to face whole nation requirements.

9 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed the design, implementation, and evaluation of BITFLOW, an Ethereum-based solution that facilitates automatic

and fast cash-flow evaluations through a fluctuation-free token, namely, BKK.

As Ethereum does not implement privacy by design, widespread adoptation in the industry is highly unlikely. To address this, we have proposed

a confidentiality-focused model of BKK, the PKK. We have suggested two different implementations of a NiZK protocol, one based on zk-SNARKs

and the other one on Bulletproofs.

Scalability-wise, none of the two privacy-compliant solutions can scale enough to achieve widespread adoption, at the current state of the

Ethereum blockchain. Nonetheless, Ethereum anticipated some scaling solutions that would increase the throughputs, somewhere between

100-fold and 1000-fold. Even though these improvements would not be enough to achieve widespread adoption of confidential transactions,

they would be sufficient to achieve nation-wide adoption of the public transactions. Indeed, in this paper, we have showed how BITFLOW would

double the necessary throughput required by Denmark, which has been used as sample country.
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